In this paper it is shown that a complete graph with n vertices has an optimal diagram, i.e., a diagram whose crossing number equals the value of Guy's formula, with a free maximal linear tree and without free hamiltonian cycles for any odd integer n ≥ 7.
Introduction
A graph is a pair of sets of vertices and edges. A diagram D of a graph G is a diagram on the sphere S 2 of a spatial embedding of G. Thus, crossings of a diagram are only transverse and double points on edge diagrams at their interiors, where an edge diagram means a part of a diagram of a graph corresponding to an edge. The crossing number of a diagram D of a graph, c(D), is the number of crossings of D, and the crossing number of a graph G, c(G), is the minimal value of c(D) over all diagrams D of G. In this paper, the crossing number of a graph is compared with the crossing number of a diagram called a based diagram which is used to define a Γ-unknotted graph for spatial graphs in [9] . Let n be a positive integer. A complete graph, K n , is a graph of n vertices such that each pair of two vertices are adjacent by a single edge, and each edge has different vertices on the endpoints. Let
where ⌊ ⌋ is the floor function. Guy and Hill conjectured that the equality c(K n ) = Z(n) holds for each positive integer n ( [5, 8] ). It is known that Guy's conjecture (or Hill's conjecture), c(K n ) = Z(n), is true for n ≤ 12 ( [13] ), and it is unknown for n ≥ 13. (For n = 13, it is shown in [12] that c(K 13 ) = 219, 221, 223 or 225, where 225 is the value of Z (13) .) It is also known that the inequality c(K n ) ≤ Z(n) holds for any n (see, for example, [4, 6, 8, 14] ). We say a diagram D of K n is optimal if c(D) = Z(n).
A maximal tree T of a graph G is a connected subgraph of G which contains no cycle, and contains all the vertices of G. A pair of a graph G and its maximal tree T is referred to as a based graph (G; T ). As shown in [11] (see also [9] ), for any based graph (G; T ), there is a diagram D of G such that there are no crossings at the part corresponding to the maximal tree T . Such a diagram is denoted by (D; T ) and called a based diagram (D; T ) of a based graph (G; T ). The part of a diagram corresponding to a tree T is also denoted by T in this paper. For a based diagram (D; T ) of a based graph (G; T ), take a sufficiently small regular neighborhood N of T in S 2 such that each edge diagram other than in T has just two intersection points with the boundary C of N, i.e., C is a simple closed curve in S 2 . For two edge diagrams e and f which are not contained in T , let e 1 , e 2 (resp. f 1 , f 2 ) be the intersection points of e (resp. f ) and C. Now the cross-index between e and f , ε T (e, f ), is defined as follows (defined in [11] ): ε T (e, f ) = 0 if there are the intersection points e α , f β , f γ , e δ (α, β, γ, δ ∈ {1, 2}) on C in this cyclic order, and ε T (e, f ) = 1 if there are the intersection points e α , f β , e γ , f δ (α, β, γ, δ ∈ {1, 2}) on C in this cyclic order. (See Figure 1. ) Let e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e s be all the edge diagrams in a based diagram (D; T ) which are not in T . The Figure 1 : The cross-index between edge diagrams in a based diagram.
cross-index of a based diagram (D; T ) is defined as follows:
The cross-index ε(G; T ) of a based graph (G; T ) is the minimal value of ε(D; T ) for all based diagrams (D; T ) of (G; T ). The cross-index ε(G) of a graph G is the minimal value of ε(G; T ) for all maximal trees T of G. Let c(D; T ) denote the crossing number of a based diagram (D; T ) and let c(G; T ) be the minimal value of c(D; T ) for all based diagrams (D; T ) of (G; T ). The cross-index ε(G; T ) is equal to c(G; T ). ("Calculation Lemma" in [11] ). Hence the inequality c(G) ≤ ε(G) ≤ ε(G; T ) = c(G; T ) holds for any maximal tree T of G (Corollary 2.6 in [11] ). For a complete graph K n , let T L be a maximal tree of K n which is linear, i.e., a maximal tree of K n without a vertex of degree three or more. The following question is asking whether the cross-index is equal to the crossing number, and whether a linear tree is a best possible tree on complete graphs:
It is confirmed that the equality holds for n ≤ 12 in [11] . Hence it holds that ε(K n ; T L ) = Z(n) for n ≤ 12. Let H be a hamiltonian cycle of K n , namely a cycle in K n containing all the vertices of K n . Similarly to ε(K n ; T ), the crossindex ε(K n ; H) of K n based on H is defined. (Precise definition of ε(K n ; H) is given in Section 2.) Since the hamiltonian cycle H contains a linear tree
In [4] , the inequality ε(K n ; H) ≤ Z(n) was shown by constructing a based diagram (D; H) which is optimal, i.e., ε(D; H) = Z(n), as follows: Draw a hamiltonian cycle H as a regular n-gon, and draw all diagonals with positive slope (as straight line segments) and all other edges outside of H. Moreover, in [1] , it is shown that for any positive integer n, the equality ε(K n ; H) = Z(n) holds, and a sufficient condition for based diagrams (D; H) of (K n ; H) to be optimal is also described by using a matrix representation which will be introduced in Section 2.
Besides, the based diagram (D; T L ) of K 7 in Figure 2 satisfies ε(D; T L ) = 9 = Z(7) and has no free hamiltonian cycle, where a free hamiltonian cycle of a diagram D means a hamiltonian cycle which has no crossings. This paper shows the existence of an optimal based diagram (D; T L ) of (K n ; T L ) without a free hamiltonian cycle for an odd integer n ≥ 7: 
In [2] , a condition "shellable" for a diagram D of K n is introduced, and it is proved that if D is shellable then c(D) ≥ Z(n). In [2] it is also proved that any based diagram of (K n ; H) is shellable. Recently, in [3] , a condition "bishellable", a generalization of "shellable", for a diagram D of K n is introduced, and it is proved that if D is bishellable then c(D) ≥ Z(n). It is also shown that any linear-tree based diagram of (K n ; T L ) is bishellable.
denote the minimal number of crossing numbers for all linear-tree based diagrams of (K n ; T L ) which have no free hamiltonian cycle. The following theorem follows from Theorem 1.1:
In Section 2, we will give a concrete matrix M n and prove that a based diagram (D; H) of (K n ; H) corresponding to M n is optimal by direct calculations, although (D; H) is isomorphic to a diagram corresponding to a matrix introduced in [[1], Theorem 19]. In Section 3, Theorem 1.1 is proved by using the matrix M n .
A complete graph based on a hamiltonian cycle
Let v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n be the vertices of a complete graph K n . Take a hamiltonian cycle H = v 1 v 2 . . . v n v 1 of K n with the cyclic order v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n , v 1 without loss of generality. In this section, we consider a based diagram (D; H) of (K n ; H) on S 2 such that the hamiltonian cycle H is on the equator and the other edges than H are on the Northern or Southern Hemisphere. For the above based diagram (D; H) of (K n ; H), the cross-index is defined as follows: Let e, f be two edge diagrams in (D; H) which are not contained in H. Let A be the boundary of a sufficiently small regular neighborhood of H in S 2 . Let e 1 , e 2 (resp. f 1 , f 2 ) be intersection points of e (resp f ) and A. The cross-index between e and f , ε H (e, f ), is defined to be 1 if e and f are on the same side of H, and there are the intersection points e α , f β , e γ , f δ (α, β, γ, δ ∈ {1, 2}) on A in this cyclic order. Otherwise, let ε H (e, f ) = 0. (See Figure 5 .) The cross-index of a based diagram (D; H) of (K n ; H), denoted by ε(D; H), is the sum of cross-indices for all the pairs of edge diagrams in (D; H) which are not contained in H. Note that the cross-index ε(D; H) depends only on whether each edge diagram is on the Northern Hemisphere or the Southern Hemisphere, i.e., depends only on the information around the neighborhood of H, not necessarily the whole D. Note that there are 2 (n−3)n 2 possibilities of the choice of the hemispheres for each n. The cross-index of (K n ; H), denoted by ε(K n ; H), is the minimal value of ε(D; H) for all based diagrams (D; H). Let c(K n ; H) denote the minimal number of crossings for all based diagrams (D; H) of (K n ; H). Since the Northern and Southern Hemispheres bounded by A are discs, similarly to the Calculation Lemma in [11] , the equality ε(K n ; H) = c(K n ; H) holds.
Let e (i,j) denote the edge diagram in (D; H) of (K n ; H) which has the vertices v i and v j at the endpoints. For each based diagram (D; H) of (K n ; H), define a matrix M(D; H) = (a (i,j) ) to be:
and e (i,j) is on the Southern Hemisphere
An example is shown in Figure 6 . By definition, the following lemma holds: ,j) ) be an n × n matrix satisfying:
As shown in the following lemma, the cross-index can be obtained from the matrix. 
Proof. Let e (i,j) and e (k,l) be edge diagrams in (D; H) which do not belong to H, where i + 1 < j, k + 1 < l and i < k. By definition, ε(e (i,j) , e (k,l) ) = 1 if and only if i < k < j < l and e (i,j) and e (k,l) are on the same side of the hamiltonian cycle. In terms of matrices, ε(e (i,j) , e (k,l) ) = 1 if and only if i < k < j < l and the elements a (i,j) and a (k,l) , which take 1 or −1, have the same value, that is, i < k < j < l and
for all the pairs of edge diagrams e (i,j) and e (k,l) for i < k < j < l.
Let K n be a complete graph with vertices v 1 , v 2 , . . . and v n , and let H be the hamiltonian cycle v 1 v 2 . . . v n v 1 . Let M n = (a (i,j) ) be the n × n matrix defined by:
and
Then, the following lemma holds: For a component a (i,j) of M n satisfying a (i,j) = 0, let σ(a (i,j) ) be the number of components a (k,l) of M n satisfying i < k < j < l and a (k,l) = a (i,j) , that is, i < k < j < l and
by Lemma 2.2, the cross-index is obtained by summing σ (a (i,j) ) for all the pairs of i and j satisfying i + 1 < j; that is, ε(D; H) = i+1<j σ(a (i,j) ). As it can be seen from the following examples, the calculation σ(a (i,j) ) depends on the location of a (i,j) .
Example 2.4. For n = 14, σ(a (1,7) ) is obtained as follows (see Figure 7 ): The components a (k,l) of M n satisfying 1 < k < 7 < l and a (k,l) = a (1,7) = 1 are a (2, 8) , a (2, 9) , a (2,10) , a (2, 11) , a (2, 12) , a (3, 8) , a (3, 9) , a (3, 10) , a (3, 11) , a (4, 8) , a (4, 9) , a (4,10) , a (5, 8) , a (5, 9) and a (6, 8) .
Example 2.5. For n = 14, σ(a (2, 10) ) is obtained as follows (see Figure 8 ):
σ(a (2,10) ) = The components a (k,l) of M n satisfying 2 < k < 10 < l and a (k,l) = a (2,10) = 1 are a (3, 11) , a (8, 14) , a (9, 13) and a (9, 14) .
We show Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let X = {1, 2, . . . , n} and let
. Let
Then S = S 1 ∪S 2 ∪· · ·∪S 7 and S s ∩S t = ∅ for distinct s, t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}.
(An example is shown in Figure 9 .) The sum of σ(a (i,j) ) for all the elements a (i,j) which belong to N 1 is: Similarly,
(ii) When n ≡ 1 (mod 4): Let
(An example is shown in Figure 10 .) Figure 10 : Block division for n = 17.
(iii) When n ≡ 2 (mod 4): Let 
(iv) When n ≡ 3 (mod 4): Let
(An example is shown in Figure 12 .) Figure 12 : Block division for n = 19.
Examples of based diagrams (D; H) of (K n ; H) satisfying ε(D; H) = Z(n) are shown in Figures 13 and 14 for n = 13 and 14. Proof of Theorem 1.1. When n = 7, we can see in Figure 2 that the theorem holds. We prove for n ≥ 9. Take a based diagram (D; H) of (K n ; H) w is in the Northern Hemisphere and (iii) the interior Int(wv n ) of the subarc wv n of e ′ (m,n) connecting w and v n is in the Southern Hemisphere.
We prove c(D) = c(D ′ ); Take an edge diagram e (k,l) of D in the Northern Hemisphere with the conditions that k < l and (k, l) = (1, m), (m, n). Since e (1,m) and e (k,l) are also edge diagrams of D ′ in the Northern Hemisphere, Int(e (1,m) ) and Int(e (k,l) ) intersect if and only if 1 < k < m < l, i.e., the four points v 1 , v k , v m and v l lay on H clockwisely in this order. Since w ∈ Int(e (1,2) ), the condition 1 < k < m < l is equivalent to that the four points w, v k , v m and v l lay on H clockwisely in this order, i. . The result of this construction has a hamiltonian cycle.
